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TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO HB 1397 

I am honored to offer my testimony before the House Judiciary Committee. I strongly 
oppose HB 1397. I have been an attorney for 41 years, have been licensed in Pennsylvania 
(Pa. ID# 307,954) since 2009, and have focused my practice on difficult child custody cases. 
I have handled such cases in Pennsylvania and in 46 other states. In 2011, I received an 
LL.M. (advanced law degree) in Child & Family Law from Loyola University Chicago 
School of Law. Furthermore, I have trained nationwide for many years judges, mental health 
professionals, and lawyers on the problems inherent in child custody cases, and have 
published scholarly articles on due process violations and the improper delegation of judicial 
authority to others in these cases. My advice has been sought on these issues in taskforces 
convened by the American Bar Association and the National Council of Juvenile and Family 
Court Judges. My work in this regard has been cited in legal text-books, the American Bar 
Association's standards of practice, and training manuals. The basic problem with HB 1397 
is that the needs of children are overlooked in favor of the desires of parents. Mandated 
50/50 custody sharing does not provide a child with two homes--- it denies the child any 
home. I know of no adult who would enjoy being shuffled every week between two houses, 
with a suitcase, bag, or box in tow filled with clothes, school books, and daily necessities. 
Why do we force this on kids? Children can have full and healthy relationships with both 
divorced parents without the arbitrary and misguided "remedy" of 50/50 custody. Thank 
you f~ur consideration. 
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